
N3201 
WORKSHEET 

 
DD-175   JET LOG 

 
 

Planned Route: 
Takeoff: BAY MINETTE AIRPORT (1R8). 
Altitude: 3500 MSL  

(Night Visual Navigation routes will never be flown lower than 2000’ AGL, 
and normally no higher than 4500’ AGL). 

Route: BAY MINETTE (1R8), MONROE CO (MVC), BREWTON (12J), BARIN 
OLF, NAS PENSACOLA (NPA), HURLBURT (HRT), CRESTVIEW, 
NORTH WHITING (NSE).  

 
Syllabus Note. 
-Flight Planning for this event shall include a completed jet log, DD-175, DD-175-1 
weather brief, NOTAMS, and BASH conditions. 
 
Special Syllabus Requirements: 
-None 
 
Discuss Items 

 
a. Night visual navigation procedures 
 Night Flying Physiology (FAA – 4 PAGES) 
 Night Flying Physiology (FTI) 
 Personal Preparation and ground procedures (FTI) 

o Start 
o Taxi 
o Airport Lighting 
o Visual aircraft-to-aircraft signals 

b. Night VFR chart interpretation 
  

c. Local night VNAV SOPs (FWOP) 
 Night Operations 
 Outbound Taxi Procedures 
 Night Departure/Arrival Procedures (NSE) 

d. HUD 
 NA 

e. Any applicable night emergency procedure. 
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T-6B NIGHT NAVIGATION N3200 BLOCK 
 

 
STUDENT GRADE SHEET          DATE __________________     INSTRUCTOR  __________________________ 
 
MEDIA:  OFT   VT- ________    BRIEF TIME: ________    NAME: _________________________________     EVENT:_______________ 

# MANEUVER MIF N3201  
1 GENERAL  KNOWLEDGE / PROCEDURES 3+ X  
2 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 4+ X  
3 HEADWORK / SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 3+ X  
4 BASIC AIRWORK 4+ X  
5 IN-FLIGHT CHECKS / FUEL MANAGEMENT 3+ X  
6 IN-FLIGHT PLANNING /  

AREA ORIENTATION 
3+ X  

7 TASK MANAGEMENT 3+ X  
8 COMMUNICATION 3+ X  
9 MISSION PLANNING/BRIEFING/DEBRIEFING 3+ X  
10 GROUND OPERATIONS 4   
11 TAKEOFF 4+ X  
12 DEPARTURE 3+ X  
70 ROUTE MANAGEMENT 3+ X  
71 STANDARD TIME CORRECTIONS 3+ X  
72 STANDARD COURSE CORRECTIONS 3+ X  
35 ARRIVAL / COURSE RULES 3+ X  
36 LANDING PATTERN 4+ X  
37 NO-FLAP LANDING 3   
37 TAKEOFF FLAP LANDING 3   
37 LDG FLAP LANDING 3   
73 ATIS /PMSV / FSS / WEATHER 3+ X  

 
NOTE: Flight planning for this event shall include a completed jet log, DD-175, DD-175-1 weather brief, NOTAMS and BASH 
conditions. 
 
Discuss items: 
 
N3201: Night visual navigation procedures, night VFR chart interpretation, local night VNAV SOP’s, HUD, and any applicable night 
emergency procedure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPART ______________    ARRIVE ______________    SIDE # ______________                  SIM TIME ___________ 
 

1542.166B  Rev 03/31/2017 
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PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

10 USC 8012 and EO 9397.
To aid in accurate identification of 
personnel participating in the filed
flight.

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

To provide data required to process flight plans with appropriate air traffic
service authorities.  A file is retained by the agency processing the flight plan.
Voluntary; however, failure to provide the SSN could result in denial of flight plan
processing.

DATE AIRCRAFT CALL SIGN AIRCRAFT DESG AND
TD CODE

BASE OPERATIONS USE

TYPE
FLT

PLAN
TRUE

AIRSPEED
POINT

OF
DEPARTURE

PROPOSED
DEPARTURE

TIME (Z)
ALTITUDE ROUTE OF FLIGHT TO ETE

REMARKS

RANK AND HONOR CODE

FUEL ON BD ALTN AIRFIELD ETE TO ALTN NOTAMS WEATHER WT AND BALANCE AIRCRAFT SERIAL NUMBER, UNIT, AND HOME STATION

SIGNATURE OF APPROVAL AUTHORITY CREW/PASSENGER LIST

ATTACHED SEE PSGR

ACTUAL DEP TIME
(Z)   

BASE OPERATIONS USE

DUTY
PILOT

IN
COMMAND

NAME AND INITIALS RANK SSN ORGANIZATION AND LOCATION

DD Form 175, MAY 86 (EG) Previous editions are obsolete. MILITARY FLIGHT PLAN
Designed using Perform Pro, WHS/DIOR, Feb 96
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Figure 16-11. To avoid the bends, scuba divers must not fly for 
specific time periods following dives.

Figure 16-12. The human eye.

The rods and 
cones (film) of 
the retina are 
the receptors 
which record 
the image and 
transmit it 
through the 
optic nerve to 
the brain for 
interpretation.

Rods and 
Cones

Fovea
(All Cones)

Lens

Retina

Optic Nerve

Iris

The pupil (aperture) is the opening at 
the center of the iris. The size of the 
pupil is adjusted to control the amount 
of light entering the eye.

PUPIL
Light passes through the cornea (the 
transparent window on the front of the 
eye) and then through the lens to 
focus on the retina.

CORNEA

Rod Concentration

diving should allow the body sufficient time to rid itself of 
excess nitrogen absorbed during diving. If not, DCS due to 
evolved gas can occur during exposure to low altitude and 
create a serious inflight emergency.

The recommended waiting time before going to flight 
altitudes of up to 8,000 feet is at least 12 hours after diving 
that does not require controlled ascent (nondecompression 
stop diving), and at least 24 hours after diving that does 
require controlled ascent (decompression stop diving). The 
waiting time before going to flight altitudes above 8,000 

feet should be at least 24 hours after any scuba dive. These 
recommended altitudes are actual flight altitudes above mean 
sea level (AMSL) and not pressurized cabin altitudes. This 
takes into consideration the risk of decompression of the 
aircraft during flight.

Vision in Flight
Of all the senses, vision is the most important for safe flight. 
Most of the things perceived while flying are visual or heavily 
supplemented by vision. As remarkable and vital as it is, 
vision is subject to limitations, such as illusions and blind 
spots. The more a pilot understands about the eyes and how 
they function, the easier it is to use vision effectively and 
compensate for potential problems.

The eye functions much like a camera. Its structure includes 
an aperture, a lens, a mechanism for focusing, and a surface 
for registering images. Light enters through the cornea at the 
front of the eyeball, travels through the lens, and falls on the 
retina. The retina contains light sensitive cells that convert 
light energy into electrical impulses that travel through nerves 
to the brain. The brain interprets the electrical signals to form 
images. There are two kinds of light-sensitive cells in the 
eyes: rods and cones. [Figure 16-12]

The cones are responsible for all color vision, from 
appreciating a glorious sunset to discerning the subtle shades 
in a fine painting. Cones are present throughout the retina, but 
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Figure 16-13. The eye’s blind spot.

are concentrated toward the center of the field of vision at the 
back of the retina. There is a small pit called the fovea where 
almost all the light sensing cells are cones. This is the area 
where most “looking” occurs (the center of the visual field 
where detail, color sensitivity, and resolution are highest).

While the cones and their associated nerves are well suited 
to detecting fine detail and color in high light levels, the 
rods are better able to detect movement and provide vision 
in dim light. The rods are unable to discern color but are 
very sensitive at low light levels. The trouble with rods is 
that a large amount of light overwhelms them, and they take 
a long time to “reset” and adapt to the dark again. There are 
so many cones in the fovea that the very center of the visual 
field hardly has virtually no rods at all. So in low light, the 
middle of the visual field is not very sensitive, but farther 
from the fovea, the rods are more numerous and provide the 
major portion of night vision.

The area where the optic nerve enters the eyeball has no rods 
or cones, leaving a blind spot in the field of vision. Normally, 
each eye compensates for the other’s blind spot. Figure 16-13 
provides a dramatic example of the eye’s blind spot. Cover 
the right eye and hold this page at arm’s length. Focus the left 
eye on the X on the right side of the windshield and notice 
what happens to the airplane while slowly bringing the page 
closer to the eye.

Empty-Field Myopia
Empty-field myopia is a condition that usually occurs when 
flying above the clouds or in a haze layer that provides 
nothing specific to focus on outside the aircraft. This causes 
the eyes to relax and seek a comfortable focal distance which 
may range from 10 to 30 feet. For the pilot, this means 
looking without seeing, which is dangerous. Searching out 

and focusing on distant light sources, no matter how dim, 
helps prevent the onset of empty-field myopia.

Night Vision
It is estimated that once fully adapted to darkness, the rods are 
10,000 times more sensitive to light than the cones, making 
them the primary receptors for night vision. Since the cones 
are concentrated near the fovea, the rods are also responsible 
for much of the peripheral vision. The concentration of cones 
in the fovea can make a night blind spot in the center of the 
field of vision. To see an object clearly at night, the pilot must 
expose the rods to the image. This can be done by looking 5° 
to 10° off center of the object to be seen. This can be tried in 
a dim light in a darkened room. When looking directly at the 
light, it dims or disappears altogether. When looking slightly 
off center, it becomes clearer and brighter. 

Refer to Figure 16-14. When looking directly at an object, 
the image is focused mainly on the fovea, where detail is 
best seen. At night, the ability to see an object in the center 
of the visual field is reduced as the cones lose much of their 
sensitivity and the rods become more sensitive. Looking off 
center can help compensate for this night blind spot. Along 
with the loss of sharpness (acuity) and color at night, depth 
perception and judgment of size may be lost.

While the cones adapt rapidly to changes in light intensities, 
the rods take much longer. Walking from bright sunlight into 
a dark movie theater is an example of this dark adaptation 
period experience. The rods can take approximately 30 
minutes to fully adapt to darkness. A bright light, however, 
can completely destroy night adaptation, leaving night 
vision severely compromised while the adaptation process 
is repeated.
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Figure 16-14. Night blind spot.

Cones active

Rods active

Night blind spot

Hypoxia also affects vision. Sharp clear vision, (with the 
best being equal to 20-20 vision) requires significant oxygen 
especially at night. As altitude increases, the available oxygen 
decreases, degrading night vision. Compounding the problem 
is fatigue, which minimizes physiological well being. Adding 
fatigue to high altitude exposure is a recipe for disaster. 
In fact, if flying at night at an altitude of 12,000 feet, the 
pilot may actually see elements of his or her normal vision 
missing or not in focus. Missing visual elements resemble 
the missing pixels in a digital image while unfocused vision 
is dim and washed out.

For the pilot suffering the effects of hypoxic hypoxia, a simple 
descent to a lower altitude may not be sufficient to reestablish 
vision. For example, a climb from 8,000 feet to 12,000 feet for 
30 minutes does not mean a descent to 8,000 feet will rectify 
the problem. Visual acuity may not be regained for over an 
hour. Thus, it is important to remember, altitude and fatigue 
have a profound effect on a pilot’s ability to see. 

Several things can be done to keep the eyes adapted to 
darkness. The first is obvious: avoid bright lights before and 
during flight. For 30 minutes before a night flight, avoid any 
bright light sources, such as headlights, landing lights, strobe 
lights, or flashlights. If a bright light is encountered, close 
one eye to keep it light sensitive. This allows the use of that 
eye to see again when the light is gone.

Red flight deck lighting also helps preserve night vision, but 
red light severely distorts some colors and completely washes 
out the color red. This makes reading an aeronautical chart 
difficult. A dim white light or a carefully directed flashlight 
can enhance night reading ability. While flying at night, keep 
the instrument panel and interior lights turned up no higher 
than necessary. This helps to see outside references more 
easily. If the eyes become blurry, blinking more frequently 
often helps.

Diet and general physical health have an impact on how well 
a pilot can see in the dark. Deficiencies in vitamins A and C 
have been shown to reduce night acuity. Other factors, such 
as CO poisoning, smoking, alcohol, certain drugs, and a lack 
of oxygen also can greatly decrease night vision.

Night Vision Illusions
There are many different types of visual illusions that 
commonly occur at night. Anticipating and staying aware 
of them is usually the best way to avoid them.

Autokinesis
Autokinesis is caused by staring at a single point of light 
against a dark background for more than a few seconds. 
After a few moments, the light appears to move on its own. 
To prevent this illusion, focus the eyes on objects at varying 
distances and avoid fixating on one target. Be sure to maintain 
a normal scan pattern.

False Horizon
A false horizon can occur when the natural horizon is obscured 
or not readily apparent. It can be generated by confusing 
bright stars and city lights. It can also occur while flying 
toward the shore of an ocean or a large lake. Because of the 
relative darkness of the water, the lights along the shoreline 
can be mistaken for stars in the sky. [Figure 16-15] 

Night Landing Illusions
Landing illusions occur in many forms. Above featureless 
terrain at night, there is a natural tendency to fly a lower-
than-normal approach. Elements that cause any type of 
visual obscurities, such as rain, haze, or a dark runway 
environment can also cause low approaches. Bright lights, 
steep surrounding terrain, and a wide runway can produce the 
illusion of being too low, with a tendency to fly a higher-than-
normal approach. A set of regularly spaced lights along a road 
or highway can appear to be runway lights. Pilots have even 
mistaken the lights on moving trains as runway or approach 
lights. Bright runway or approach lighting systems can create 
the illusion that the airplane is closer to the runway, especially 
where few lights illuminate the surrounding terrain.
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Figure 16-15. At night, the horizon may be hard to discern due to dark terrain and misleading light patterns on the ground.

Apparent horizonActual horizo
n

Pilots who are flying at night should strongly consider oxygen 
supplementation at altitudes and times not required by the 
FAA, especially at night, when critical judgement and hand-
eye coordination is necessary (e.g., IFR), or if a smoker or 
not perfectly healthy. 

Chapter Summary
This chapter provides an introduction to aeromedical factors 
relating to flight activities. More detailed information on 
the subjects discussed in this chapter is available in the 
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) and online at www.
faa.gov/pilots/safety/pilotsafetybrochures.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

NIGHT CONTACT 

 

1100. INTRODUCTION 

 

You are now ready to enter one of the most interesting stages of your flight training - NIGHT 

CONTACT.  There is no reason for you to approach it with any more apprehension than you did 

the transition from day to night driving in an automobile.  In fact, you will find much in common 

between the two experiences.  Just as you did not try to drive at night until you had perfected 

your skill in handling an automobile in the daylight, you now come to night flying with an 

improved feel of the airplane and the ability to make your airplane do precisely what you want it 

to do.  One of the greatest tactical advantages of Naval Aviation is our superior night operational 

capability.  As a fleet Naval Aviator, a great percentage of your flying will be conducted at night. 

 

Your first night flight is not intended to teach you all there is to know about night flying, but to 

familiarize you with the fundamentals.  You will come to realize that there are differences in 

night flying, but that a careful study of these differences will make flying at night as safe as in 

the daytime.  

 

Good night flying, like good night driving, requires increased care.  You will have to identify 

obstructions and other aircraft, not by entire outline, but by such small identifying features as a 

few colored lights.  This is not difficult if you leave the ground well prepared for the conditions 

you will meet, and if you remain constantly alert.  Once you are in the air, clear of all ground 

obstructions, the only possible obstruction remaining will be other aircraft.  Obviously it is 

essential that you know the location of other aircraft.  

 

1101. NIGHT FLYING PHYSIOLOGY 

 

1. Night Vision.  You will remember from lectures on flight physiology that the eye uses 

different parts for night vision than for day vision.  Because of the difference in function of the 

rods and cones, technique must be changed in order to spot objects at night:  Do not stare at a 

spot, but scan the vicinity of the sky in which you believe the object to be located.  

 

The eyes must be adapted for night vision; the pupils must dilate and the rods must be brought 

into full use.  It takes approximately 30 minutes for the eyes to become completely adapted, and 

only 10 seconds for all adaptation to be lost in bright light.  Adaptation may be accomplished by 

total darkness or by gradually approaching darkness such as normal daylight to sunset to night.  

 

2. Vertigo.  Vertigo, in aviation, is a feeling of dizziness and disorientation caused by doubt 

in visual interpretation of your attitude.  This feeling is often experienced at night from lack of a 

well-defined horizon.  The period immediately after takeoff, leaving a well-lighted runway and 

entering complete darkness, brings on this feeling of disorientation.  Trust and use your flight 

instruments.  

 

3. Moving and Stationary Lights.  Often you will not be able to see anything of the aircraft 

ahead except its tail light or strobe lights.  In such cases, it will be difficult to judge distance, 
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since the only criterion for judgment will be changing intensity at changing distance; therefore, 

you will have to check its movement in relation to known references to ascertain relative 

movement.  Ordinarily, you can judge distance and relative motion by the distance between two 

lights on the same aircraft.  You will undoubtedly experience some difficulty in discerning 

moving lights from fixed lights or stars.  This can be further complicated by the autokinetic 

effect, the apparent motion of stationary objects.  Again, this may be overcome by using known 

references for comparison.  

 

1102. PERSONAL PREPARATION 

 

Briefs for all night flights will be given prior to commencing syllabus night operations.  Ensure 

that you eat a good meal prior to attending the brief.  There are many times when the night’s 

flight operations will be lengthy, so ensure that your body is properly fueled.  

 

Students are expected to know Emergency procedures thoroughly prior to the brief and will be 

quizzed on them by the Instructor Pilot.  If you are not absolutely certain about all Night 

procedures and Emergency procedures, make sure you are certain before you leave the briefing 

room.  

 

In addition to the normal flight equipment required for day flight operations, the following 

equipment is required for all night flights:  

 

1. Flashlight with clear and red lenses.  

 

2. Clear visor installed in your helmet (prior to the brief).  

 

1103. NIGHT GROUND PROCEDURES 

 

This section provides the basic procedures essential to the safe operation of the airplane on the 

ground at night.  These procedures cover night operations both before and after flight. 

 

1104. PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES 

 

The night preflight will include all items checked on day preflight with the following additions:  

 

1. Check the operation of all interior lights in both cockpits during the cockpit check. 

 

2. With the battery on, complete a check of all exterior lights.  Conduct a walk-around of the 

aircraft to ensure operation of all exterior lights.  Ensure any discrepancies are corrected prior to 

flight.  

 

1105. LIGHT SIGNALS 

 

The student must have a precise knowledge of all light signals to safely conduct night operations.  

The T-6B NATOPS Flight Manual contains the required ground handling signals. 
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1106. START 
 
The start will be accomplished in the same manner as daylight operations except that the NAV 
lights switch will be on and the ANTI-COLLISION (strobe) lights will be OFF.  Cockpit lights 
will dim during start.  When the pilot is ready for the start, he will signal the lineman by rotating 
the flashlight at the lineman or if ambient light permits, use appropriate hand signals for 
clearance to start.  The lineman will repeat the signal with his wand or appropriate hand signal 
and will man the fire extinguisher for the start.  
 

NOTE 
 

In the line area, where adequate light is available, hand signals 
may be used as in daylight operations.  However, when lighting is 
not adequate, hand signals must be passed as light signals (see the 
T-6B NATOPS Flight Manual for ground handling signals).  

 
1107. TAXI 
 
The Before Taxi Checklist shall be completed and clearance from Ground Control received prior 
to taxi in accordance with the T-6B NATOPS Flight Manual and local SOP.  All taxiing will be 
conducted in accordance with current course rules.  Caution must be exercised to prevent 
excessive taxi speeds caused by lack of outside references and depth perception.  Landing/Taxi 
lights should be used during all night taxi evolutions in areas not adequately illuminated.  
Consideration will be given to courteous use of lights to avoid the disorientation of other aircraft, 
ground support, and tower personnel.  Taxi is only permitted on lighted, authorized taxiways (see 
SOP).  If there is any doubt as to your position on the field or any confusion caused by light 
signals, STOP!  Do not continue until reoriented.  Turn Landing/Taxi lights off while conducting  
the Overspeed Governor and Before Takeoff Checklists or if a delay is encountered at the hold 
short line awaiting takeoff. 
 
1108. NIGHT FIELD LIGHTING  
 
1. BLUE LIGHTS:  Blue lights mark all taxiways.  There should be blue lights on both sides 
of the taxiway.  
 
2. WHITE LIGHTS:  White lights mark the boundaries of the duty runway.  
 
3. GREEN LIGHTS:  Green lights mark the threshold of the duty runway.  
 
4. RED LIGHTS:  Red lights mark all obstructions on the airfield.  
 
5. ROTATING BEACON:  There is a rotating white and green beacon located at fields that 
are open for night operations.  A military airfield’s white light will be split by a 3° void.  This 
will give the impression that there are two separate, closely timed flashes of light.  A civilian 
airport has a solid white light and can be easily distinguished from a military field.  
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1121. NIGHT EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 
The Emergency procedures for the T-6B are outlined in the T-6B NATOPS Flight Manual and 
the Pocket Checklist. 
 
1122. VISUAL AIRCRAFT-TO-AIRCRAFT SIGNALS  
 
In the event of lost communications, it is necessary to have standard visual aircraft-to-aircraft 
signals.  
 
1. "FOLLOW ME" - If another aircraft joins on you, turns its external lights off and on 
several times, and then continues ahead of you, this means "follow me."  
 
2. "CONTINUE ON COURSE" - While following another aircraft as described above, it 
turns its external lights off and on several times and breaks away sharply to the RIGHT, this 
means "continue on course."  
 
3. "ORBIT THIS POSITION" - If the aircraft you are following turns its external lights on 
and off several times and then breaks sharply to the LEFT, this means "orbit this position."  
Establish an orbit and remain there until the aircraft again joins up and signals to follow.  
 
4. "I MUST LAND IMMEDIATELY" - If it becomes necessary to make an immediate 
landing and you have no radios, signal to the aircraft that joins up with you by using your 
flashlight.  With a lighted flashlight pointed directly towards the other aircraft, rotate the light in 
a circular motion similar to your signal to the lineman for start.  
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
NIGHT OPERATIONS 

 
The following is a compilation of references to night operations contained in the FWOP.  This 
list does not encompass all NOLFs and commonly used fields.  Reference the main body of the 
FWOP, along with FLIP, and other available sources to determine night restrictions at other 
airfields. 
 
15.1  NIGHT MINIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDES 
 
     a.  The minimum operating altitude for flight at night is 2,000' AGL. 
 
15.2  NIGHT OPERATIONS 
 
     a.  Procedures conducted at night that differ from day operations, such as ground procedures 
or course rules, are specified as such throughout this instruction. 
 
     b.  Night operations at KNSE begin 30 minutes prior to official sunset and end 30 minutes 
after official sunrise. 
 
     c.  Aircraft shall monitor Night Common 274.7 UHF/CH 18 when utilizing the three 
designated working areas. 
 
     d.  Simulated engine failures are prohibited. 
 
     e.  Aircraft lighting: 
 
           (1) Landing/Taxi Lights:  While positioned on the ground, both light switches to ON 
whenever aircraft is taxiing outside of the ramp.  When required, turn Landing Lights and/or 
Taxi Lights to OFF when marshalled to parking spot by a lineman to minimize blinding.  Lights 
should be off when positioned at the hold short line and then turned back on prior to moving the 
aircraft.   
 
           (2) Anti-Collision (Strobe) lights – ON from engine start to shut-down.  At NAS Whiting 
field – Strobe lights – ON when exiting the line area and OFF when entering the line area.  
(Strobe lights may be turned off anytime they pose a safety hazard such as in line or run-up 
areas, or at the hold short, or in-flight during IMC). 
 
           (3) Navigation Lights – ON from engine start to shut-down.  
 
15.3  NIGHT OUTBOUND TAXI PROCEDURES.  All day taxi procedures apply with the 
following exceptions: 
 
     a.  No aircraft is permitted to taxi on an unlit taxiway or runway after sunset (unless marked 
with reflectors). 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
NIGHT OPERATIONS 

 
The following is a compilation of references to night operations contained in the FWOP.  This 
list does not encompass all NOLFs and commonly used fields.  Reference the main body of the 
FWOP, along with FLIP, and other available sources to determine night restrictions at other 
airfields. 
 
15.1  NIGHT MINIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDES 
 
     a.  The minimum operating altitude for flight at night is 2,000' AGL. 
 
15.2  NIGHT OPERATIONS 
 
     a.  Procedures conducted at night that differ from day operations, such as ground procedures 
or course rules, are specified as such throughout this instruction. 
 
     b.  Night operations at KNSE begin 30 minutes prior to official sunset and end 30 minutes 
after official sunrise. 
 
     c.  Aircraft shall monitor Night Common 274.7 UHF/CH 18 when utilizing the three 
designated working areas. 
 
     d.  Simulated engine failures are prohibited. 
 
     e.  Aircraft lighting: 
 
           (1) Landing/Taxi Lights:  While positioned on the ground, both light switches to ON 
whenever aircraft is taxiing outside of the ramp.  When required, turn Landing Lights and/or 
Taxi Lights to OFF when marshalled to parking spot by a lineman to minimize blinding.  Lights 
should be off when positioned at the hold short line and then turned back on prior to moving the 
aircraft.   
 
           (2) Anti-Collision (Strobe) lights – ON from engine start to shut-down.  At NAS Whiting 
field – Strobe lights – ON when exiting the line area and OFF when entering the line area.  
(Strobe lights may be turned off anytime they pose a safety hazard such as in line or run-up 
areas, or at the hold short, or in-flight during IMC). 
 
           (3) Navigation Lights – ON from engine start to shut-down.  
 
15.3  NIGHT OUTBOUND TAXI PROCEDURES.  All day taxi procedures apply with the 
following exceptions: 
 
     a.  No aircraft is permitted to taxi on an unlit taxiway or runway after sunset (unless marked 
with reflectors). 
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     b.  All aircraft shall taxi single file with strobe lights on (when clear of the line area) and 
landing/taxi lights on.   
 
     c.  While in the ground run-up area, temporarily secure the landing lights and strobe lights as 
required for other traffic. 
 
     d.  Taxi on the closed or off-duty lighted runways will be in the middle of the runway.  Taxi 
through run-up areas, the hub, or on taxiways will be in the center of the surface and on the 
yellow line, if provided. 
 
WARNING:  Use caution when taxiing behind Rows I or J if those rows are launching 
aircraft due to the close proximity of external power carts to the taxiing aircraft wing-tip.   
 
NOTE:  If taxiing at KNDZ on a runway, maintain runway centerline to the hub area unless 
directed by South Ground to offset to allow TH-57 traffic to proceed outbound. 
 
15.4  NIGHT TAKEOFF PROCEDURES.  All day takeoff procedures apply with the 
following exceptions: 
 
     a.  Approaching the hold short line, secure the landing/taxi lights and/or strobe lights as 
required for landing traffic.      
 
     b.  Unless otherwise requested, call for takeoff clearance when number one at the hold short 
line.  Once ‘takeoff’ or ‘lineup and wait’ clearance has been issued, take the duty runway.  
Crossing the hold short line, ensure the landing/taxi lights and strobe lights are on.   
 
15.5  NIGHT VFR DEPARTURE PROCEDURES.  All day departure procedures apply to 
night flights. 
 
15.6  NIGHT VFR ARRIVAL COURSE RULES 
 
     a.  Request a Night Field Entry from Pensacola Approach North 291.625 UHF/CH 6, when 
approximately 15 NM from North Whiting Field and clear of the Class C airspace.  Inform them 
of position relative to the airfield.  
 
“Pensacola Approach, (call sign), 15 miles to the       (NE, NW, etc.,)of Whiting with (ATIS), 

for Night Field Entry/Recovery.” 
 

NOTE:  If desiring a practice PEL entry, request with Pensacola Approach. 
 
     b.  Pensacola Approach Control will vector the aircraft to a position approximately five miles 
from the approach end of the duty runway at 1,700’ MSL.  The position will be offset to the 
north for RWYs 5 and 32.  At 5 NM, make airspeed 200 KIAS.  From this point, Approach 
Control will direct a frequency change to North Whiting Tower 306.925 UHF/CH 4.  Initial 
contact with North Whiting Tower will be:   

 
“North Whiting Tower, (call sign),        miles       with (ATIS), for straight in/overhead 

 runway      .” 
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     b.  All aircraft shall taxi single file with strobe lights on (when clear of the line area) and 
landing/taxi lights on.   
 
     c.  While in the ground run-up area, temporarily secure the landing lights and strobe lights as 
required for other traffic. 
 
     d.  Taxi on the closed or off-duty lighted runways will be in the middle of the runway.  Taxi 
through run-up areas, the hub, or on taxiways will be in the center of the surface and on the 
yellow line, if provided. 
 
WARNING:  Use caution when taxiing behind Rows I or J if those rows are launching 
aircraft due to the close proximity of external power carts to the taxiing aircraft wing-tip.   
 
NOTE:  If taxiing at KNDZ on a runway, maintain runway centerline to the hub area unless 
directed by South Ground to offset to allow TH-57 traffic to proceed outbound. 
 
15.4  NIGHT TAKEOFF PROCEDURES.  All day takeoff procedures apply with the 
following exceptions: 
 
     a.  Approaching the hold short line, secure the landing/taxi lights and/or strobe lights as 
required for landing traffic.      
 
     b.  Unless otherwise requested, call for takeoff clearance when number one at the hold short 
line.  Once ‘takeoff’ or ‘lineup and wait’ clearance has been issued, take the duty runway.  
Crossing the hold short line, ensure the landing/taxi lights and strobe lights are on.   
 
15.5  NIGHT VFR DEPARTURE PROCEDURES.  All day departure procedures apply to 
night flights. 
 
15.6  NIGHT VFR ARRIVAL COURSE RULES 
 
     a.  Request a Night Field Entry from Pensacola Approach North 291.625 UHF/CH 6, when 
approximately 15 NM from North Whiting Field and clear of the Class C airspace.  Inform them 
of position relative to the airfield.  
 
“Pensacola Approach, (call sign), 15 miles to the       (NE, NW, etc.,)of Whiting with (ATIS), 

for Night Field Entry/Recovery.” 
 

NOTE:  If desiring a practice PEL entry, request with Pensacola Approach. 
 
     b.  Pensacola Approach Control will vector the aircraft to a position approximately five miles 
from the approach end of the duty runway at 1,700’ MSL.  The position will be offset to the 
north for RWYs 5 and 32.  At 5 NM, make airspeed 200 KIAS.  From this point, Approach 
Control will direct a frequency change to North Whiting Tower 306.925 UHF/CH 4.  Initial 
contact with North Whiting Tower will be:   

 
“North Whiting Tower, (call sign),        miles       with (ATIS), for straight in/overhead 

 runway      .” 
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     c.  North Whiting Tower will acknowledge with the duty runway and instructions. 
 
     d.  Night overhead/break entry procedures and radio calls are identical to day procedures. 
 
15.7  NIGHT APPROACH AND LANDING.  Night approach and landing procedures are 
identical to day procedures with the following exception: 
  
     a.  North Whiting Tower requires a clear deck for landing traffic, if preceding traffic has not 
cleared the active runway, expect a wave-off. 
 
15.8  NIGHT WAVE-OFFS  
 
     a.  Comply with FTI wave-off procedures and tower instructions. 
 
     b.  Climb on runway heading, request clearance to turn crosswind from North Whiting Tower 
and continue climb to pattern altitude (1,000’ MSL). 
 
15.9  NIGHT INBOUND TAXI PROCEDURES.  Night inbound taxi procedures are identical 
to day procedures, with the following exceptions: 
 
     a.  Landing lights may be turned off as the aircraft turns into the parking spot to avoid 
blinding line personnel. 
 
     b.  No aircraft is permitted to taxi on an unlit taxiway (unless marked with reflectors) or 
runway after sunset. 
 
     c.  All aircraft shall taxi single file with landing and taxi lights on.  Avoid blinding other 
aircrew and line personnel.   
 
NOTE:  Strobe lights may be secured anytime they pose a safety hazard.    
 
     d.  Taxi on the closed or off-duty runways will be in the middle of the runway, on runway 
centerline.  Taxi through run-up areas, the Hub, or on taxiways will be on a yellow taxi line, if 
provided, or in the center of the paved surface. 
 
     e.   Aircraft shall not cut across any empty line spaces. 
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